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I 1 

This invention relates to motor vehicle elec 
trical circuits and has particular reference to such 
circuits, exclusive of the ignition circuit. 
In the conventional motor vehicle, circuits have 

‘been provided for illumination, including head 
lights; parking lights and rear lights, such as tall 
and'stop lights, accessories, such as radio, heater 

, and defroster and a conventional starting motor 
circuit. 

It‘ is well known by motor vehicle drivers, that 
the starting of the engine places a, very heavy 
drain on the battery, especially in cold weather 
and, when the'starter is employed at night. with 
theiusual lights and equipment in use, it frequent 
ly happens that the battery is not sufficiently 
‘charged to carry the load and failure to turn the 
motor over results. 
An object of this invention is to provide means, 

operable upon the bringing of the starter into 
action, toautomatically disconnect all lights and‘ 
‘accessories during the period of the starter actua 
tion and, upon the release of the starter switch, to 
cause all circuits to be reestablished. 
' ‘A further object of the invention resides in 
automatic circuit control means, operable by = 
bringing the starter into action but, instead of 
‘interrupting all the circuits, provision is made 
whereby certain warning or caution lights may be 
brought into circuit while the motor is being 
started, thus relieving considerable strain on the 
battery,‘ but providing a caution of safety light as 
‘a'warning to approaching drivers. 

Another object is the extreme simplicity of the 
wiring arrangement, requiring no special tools 
for installation; employs standard equipment 
now ‘in use,v is cheap to manufacture and install 
and is highly ei?ci'ent and bene?cial in use. 
Other and-important objects of the invention 

will present themselves during the course of the 
following description, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings, wherein; 

Figure l is a diagrammatic illustration of a cir 
cuit embodying the preferred form of the inven 
vtion and, ' 

' Figure 2 is a similar view illustrating a modi?ed 
form of the invention. 
.Referring speci?cally to the drawings and par 

ticularly Figure 1, the numeral 5 indicates a con 
ventional motor vehicle lighting control switch, 
having a plunger 6 adapted to bridge contacts 1 . 
and 8 and contacts 9 and Ill. A conductor wire 
H leads from the contact 1 to a pair of parking 
lights 12, grounded at I3. -A conductor wire l4 
leads from the contact 8 to one or more taillights 
J15,-1ikewisegrounded.~ A conductor wire l6 leads 
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from the contact 9 to a pair of headlights 'I‘l, 
grounded at I8. A circuit breaker, indicated as a 
whole by the numeral l9 embodies contacts 26' and 
2| and 22 and 23. Contact bars 24 and 25, piv 
otally connected to the contacts ‘20 and 22 respec 
tively are adapted to swing laterally from the con 
tacts 2i and 23 for making and breaking a cir 
cuit therethrough. A conductor wire'ZB, leads 
from the battery B, through an ammeter 21, to 
contact 20, while a conductor wire 28 leads from 
the contact 2| to the plunger 6 of the switch.‘ A 
by-pass wire 29 leads from the wire 28 to the con 
tact 22. A conductor wire 30 leads from the con 
tact ‘23 to various accessories, such as are indi 
cated at 3| and 32, being in this instance a radio 
and a heater. The means for shifting the bars 
24 and 25 laterally, embodies a solenoid winding 
33 having a core 34, pivotally connected to the 
bars 24 and 25. Actuation of the solenoid obvi 
ously shifts the bars from the contacts 2| and 23 
for interrupting the circuit to the lights, and the 
accessories. _ 

A conventional starter motor is indicated‘ at 35 
and includes the conventional shifting solenoid 
36. The solenoid 36 is actuated by a conductor 
wire 31 from the ammeter and includes in its 
length, the conventional starter switch 38. The 
solenoid 36 is grounded as indicated. The‘sole 
noid 36 carries a bridging contact 39, adapted to 
bridge contacts 40, normally housed on the start 
ing motor 35. A by-pass wire 4| leads‘ from the 
wire 31 to one of the contacts 40, while the other 
contact 40 has direct electrical connection with 
the winding of the motor. The opposite side of 
the motor is grounded as indicated. It will thus 
be seen, that upon a closing of the switch 38, the 
solenoid 36 shifts its bridging contact 39 across 
the contacts 40, establishing a flow of electrical 
energy through the starter motor. I 
The means for energizing the solenoid'33 com 

prises a conductor wire 42, leading from‘ the mo 
tor contact 40 to one side of the solenoid wind 
ing 33, while the opposite side of the solenoid is 
grounded as indicated. The battery B ' is 

- grounded, as indicated. It may be found in cer 
tain instances, due to various state laws, that 
warning lights may be required on the rear of the 
vehicle and to provide for this eventuality, a con 
tact 43 may be included in the gang of contacts 
for the circuit maker and breaker l9 whereby, 
when the bars 24 and 25 are shifted, the bar ‘25 
will bridge the contacts 22 and 43. A conductor 
wire from the contact 43 may extend to any de 
sirable form of safety light. 
In the use of this form of the invention, assum 
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ing that the switch 5 has been shifted to the head 
light contacts 9 and I0 and the circuit controller 
I9 is in the normal position shown, current is 
?owing from the battery to the headlights, 
through a by-pass wire In’ to the tail light and 
possibly the accessories are being used. “Then it 
is desired to start the motor, as when it has be 
come stalled, the starter switch 38 is closed, ac 
tuatingithe solenoid 36 for bridging the contacts 
40. Current then ?ows from the battery through 
the wires 31 and 4|, through the motor 35 to the 
ground. The ?ow of electrical energy through the 
contacts 40, likewise sets up a flow of current 
through the wire 42 for energizing the solenoid 
33, shifting the bars 24 and 25 laterally and in 
terrupting the ?ow of current to ‘the lights and 
the accessories. After the motor 35 has started 
the engine, the switch 38 is ‘released to open po 
sition, deenergizing the solenoid 35 and causing 
the contact 39 to move away from the contacts 43, 
interrupting the flow of current to the starter 
‘motor and to the solenoid 33, causing the bars 24 
‘andi25 to immediately shift to their normal con 
"ta‘cting position for establishing the ?ow of cur 
rent ‘to the lights and accessories. Thus, the 
lights and accessories vare automatically con 
trolled'by the actuation of the starter motor, re 
quiring-no other a'ction'by the operator than the 
closing of the switch 38, all movements being con 
trolled thereby. 
‘Referring now to the form of the invention 

shown ‘in Figure 2, headlights H, parking lights 
|'2,"tail light .|’5-and control switch 5 are identical 
tothatshownin Figure 1 and the same char 
acters of reference have been applied to these 
‘parts. Plunger 6 of switch 5 has connection with 
the‘ battery B't'hroug'ha conductor wire 44, having 
‘an ammeter 45 inits length. The battery B is 
‘grounded as indicated. The headlights |"| are 
.cOnnec'ted by a conductor wire 41 with a contact 
gp'oint 48 while a wire-"49 connects the contact 9 
with a contact "50. The contacts 48 and 50' are 
.normally bridged by a swinging bar’5l, held in 
.the n‘orm'alposition by spring means, not shown. 
“A relay ‘Winding 52 serves to move the bar 5| 
‘from thecontact 48 to a contact ‘53, at such times 
‘as the ‘relay 'is ‘energized. A conductor wire 54 
connects ‘the contact 53 with the wire ll, lead 
ing to the parking lights l2. The relay 52 is 
‘grounded, as indicated. ‘The numeral 55 indi 
cateda conventional starting motor embodying 
‘the usual solenoid‘56. The solenoid 55 is adapted 
"to ‘be energized by the battery '13, through the 
Lm'edium of a conductor wire ‘5?, having in its 
length the conventional starter switch 58. The 
solenoid '56 actuates a bridging contact 59 to 
'bridge contacts 60, mounted on the starter cas 
ling. Onecontact 65 is connected with the source 
of current B, by a conductor wire 3|, while the 
other contact .66 has direct connection with the 
windings of the motor 55. Aconductor wire 62 
leads ‘from the motor contact 65 to one side of 
the relay 52. ‘The motor is grounded as indi 
"cated. It ispointed out, that in this latter form 
‘of the invention, it is ‘contemplated that all the 
accessories and the headlights will be turned off 
vduring the running of the starter motor, the 
purpose for this arrangement being to provide 
sufficient external illumination vto the vehicle dur 
ing theperiod ‘when ‘the starter is running and 
-to relieve the excessive drain on-the battery such 
as .is present when the headlights and accessories 
arein use. 

The operation of this form of the invention is 
.as follows: Assuming that the headlights, ‘tail 
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4 
light and accessories are in use and it becomes 
necessary to start the engine. The operator 
merely presses and closes the starter switch 58, 
which action energizes the solenoid 55, causing 
the bridge contact 59 to bridge the contacts 5|]. 
Current then ?ows from the battery through wire 
5| to the starter motor. At the same instant, 
current passes through the wire 52 to the relay 
52, 'causing the bar 5| to move-‘from the contact 
48 to the contact .53, thus interruptingthe flow of 
current to the headlights I1. Current then flows 
from the battery B, through wire 44 to the plung 
er 6, contacts 3 and Ill, wire 49 to contact 50, 
through bar 5| and contact '53, wire 54 to wire H, 
causing the parking lights to burn. Current like 
wise'travels‘from contact I0, b-y-pass wire to wire 
l4 and to tail light l5. Thus a mere actuation of 
the starter ‘switch 58 results in the automatic 
changeover from the heavy amperage elements to 
the lower amperage elements, in this instance be 
ing from the headlights and accessoriesto-the 
parking and tail lights while the starter motor 
is in operation. Release of the vswitch‘58 .to-the 
open position, interrupts the flow of current to 
the solenoid56, the motor :55 and relay .5'2, caus 
ing the bar 5| to again move tog-its normal engag 
ing position with‘the contact .18, therebyreestab 
lishing the flow of current to the headlights , 
through wire 44, contact 9, wire 48 to contact“, 
through bar 5| and contact "and wire 4‘l'toithe 
headlights. ‘In eitherposition, current will flow 
to the .tail light. 'WhiIe theaccessories have not 
been indicated as being in the circuitin this .form 
of the invention,.it is obvious ‘that they shall con 
nect'from the headlight side<of the contact 48. 

It will be seen from .theforegoing that .an ex 
tremely simple and ei?cient system ofcon'triol has 
been .provided for the starting .and' lighting .cir 
cuits of a motor vehicle. As an example'of the 
tremendous drain on :a vehicle battery, thefol 
lowing ?gures arelcited toindicate‘the recognized 
amperes required for the average .lighting and 
accessories. Headlights ‘1450 .amperes; ignition 
1.7 amperes; instrument lights .58 ampere; tail 
light 1.2 .amperes; ‘license light ..'6 ampere;heater, 
-etc., 7.0 amperes and radio 7.5 .amperes. While 
this inventionis not concerned with the ignition 
circuit, it willibeseen that with the lightsan'd 
accessories in .use,-a battery must of necessityf be 
well charged to withstand the excessiveydralin 
thereon when 'the starteris'brought intouse. It 
will therefore be appreciated, that'by momentar 
jily interrupting the lights and ‘accessories while 
the-starter is in use, the .battery will'beprotected 
and the likelihood of a .run-down‘sbattery mini 
mized to a large extent. This ‘condition .is .par 
ticularly prevalent ‘in cold climates where :engines 
.arenormally hard .tostart. 1In comparison, sum 
mer starting will pull from .125 to 300 .amperes, 
while in winter-this .willbe-Tfrom300tto FIDO-am 
peres, Another advantage .in vinterrupting .the 
radio \whilestartingis .due to the fact that-auto 
mgbile radios are'frequently damaged when start 
ing the motor with the radio in use, causing the 
vibrator to stick. The systemsemployediareisim 
ple and easy to install, arelcheap, .highly'e?icient 
in use andlresult inla considerable-saving in ‘bat 
tery damage=and%recharging. 

It is to 'be’unders'tood that ‘the invention'risrnot 
ilimited ‘to :the .precise arrangement :shown, ‘but 
that it includes vin its purview, "whatever ‘changes 
fair-‘1y ‘come within ‘either ‘the terms ortthe spirit 
of the appendedclaims. 
Having des cribedrmylinventionwhat ‘Ifclaimfis'z 
'1. Control "means i-for vmotor 'ivehicle {electrical 
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circuits including a source oi’ electrical energy 
and a starter, vehicle headlights, vehicle parking 
lights and vehicle tail light, circuits for conduct 
ing electrical energy to the several lights, a switch 
for controlling the circuits, a circuit for conduct 
ing electrical energy to the starter, a solenoid for 
controlling the- ?ow of current to the starter, a 
source of energy for the solenoid, a switch for 
controlling the flow of current to the solenoid, a 
circuit breaker positioned in the circuits to the 
several lights, a solenoid for actuating the circuit 
breaker, said last named solenoid energized for 
breaking the light circuits when the starter is 
actuated, said solenoids automatically assuming 
their normal position when the starter is deener 
gized. 

2. Control means for motor vehicle electrical 
circuits including a source of energy and a start 
er, headlights, parking lights, taillight and acces 
sories carried by the vehicle, electrical circuits for 
conducting current from the source of energy to 
the several lights and accessories, a circuit maker 
and breaker included in the lights and accessories 
circuit, a solenoid for actuating the circuit maker 
and breaker, a circuit for conducting electrical 
energy to the starter, a solenoid associated with 
the starter and serving to establish the ?ow of 
current to the starter, a circuit for actuating the 
solenoid, a switch in the circuit for the last named 
solenoid, a plurality of contacts carried by the 
circuit maker and breaker, said first named sole-' 
noid adapted to be energized upon the establish 
ment of a flow of current to the starter for actu 
ating the breaker to interrupt the ?ow of current 
to the lights and accessories, said circuit breaker 
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when actuated to interrupt the ?ow of current 
to the lights, serving to establish a flow of current 
to a warning light, said circuit maker and breaker 
automatically being reset upon a deenergization 
of the starter circuit. 

3. A control means for the electrical circuits 
of motor vehicles including a battery, a starter, 
headlights, parking lights and tail light, circuits 
for conducting electrical energy to the several 
lights and to the starter, a switch for norm-ally 
controlling the flow of current to either the head 
lights and tail light or parking lights and tail 
light, a solenoid for controlling the ?ow of cur 
rent to the starter, an electrical circuit for the 
solenoid, a switch for the solenoid circuit, a relay, 
a switch adapted to be actuated by the relay, said 
relay adapted to be energized upon the establish 
ment of a now of current to the starter, said relay 
‘when actuated adapted to interrupt the ?ow of 
current to the headlights and to establish a flow 
of current to the parking lights, said relay adapt 
ed to be deenergized upon an interruption of the 
?ow of current to the starter for automatically 
interrupting the ?ow of current to the parking 
lights and reestablishing a ?ow of current to the 
headlights. , 

EVERETT E. SUMMERSETT. 
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